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How can we develop robots that can eﬃciently move on granular terrain?

Mo-va-on

Current robo-c systems are limited in their
abili-es to adeptly traverse solid, deformable
substrates (e.g. sand, mud, snow) due to a
lack of understanding of the physics
governing the complex interac-ons between
solids and such surfaces. As there are many
animal species biologically designed for
naviga-on of speciﬁc terrains, it is useful to
study their mechanical ground interac-ons,
and the kinema-cs of their movement.

Methods
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Experimental Setup

To study animal species that can adeptly
The ﬂuidized bed consists of a support
navigate through wet and dry granular
stand, air chamber, air distribu-on layers,
environments, a fully automated, ﬂuidized test and test bed. Main sub-system components
bed is designed. Simulated environmental
include the -l-ng actuators, blower, linear
condi-ons are varied by manipula-on of slope rail guideways, IR cameras, laser diode, zangle and packing frac-on (dry) or satura-on
direc-on actuators, and a load cell.
level (wet). Data collected from these
experiments will be studied and used to
op-mize morphologies and gait parameters of
robots.
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Future Work

Controls

Developed robo-c systems will be tested in
the same bed for valida-on of op-mized
parameters. Theore-cal models can be
developed for solid interac-ons on various
types of substrates. Ul-mately, these can
be integrated into a single robo-c system
capable of sensing its environment and
adap-ng its morphology and gait
parameters for eﬀec-ve locomo-on on any
surface. These systems would be
invaluable for applica-ons such as planetary
explora-on or rescue opera-ons.

The automated features of the design
include systems for data collec-on and
manipula-on of test condi-ons. The
func-ons of these systems are varying
angle of incline, varying packing frac-on or
satura-on level, op-cally tracking animal/
robot movement, obtaining 3D surface
proﬁle data, and conduc-ng stress tests on
models of animal and prototyped robot
limbs.
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